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A: Looks like the \r\ ending of the list
is the problem, it should be something
like: library(dplyr) library(stringr)
library(purrr) library(tidyr)
library(magrittr) df % mutate(key =
str_trim(select(.,starts_with("start")),
side = "left"), value =
str_trim(select(.,starts_with("end")),
side = "right")) %>% separate(value,
into = c("start_id", "end_id"), sep =
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"-", extra = "merge") for (i in
1:nrow(df)) { i df$value[df$start_id
== i] 1. Field of the Invention The
present invention relates to a
combination drive device mounted on
a vehicle, including a motor as a drive
source of a wheel, a solenoid for
applying braking force to the motor, a
master switch for detecting an
operation of the solenoid, an input
terminal connected to an output from
the master switch, and a controller for
controlling driving and braking of the
motor according to the switching-on
and -off of the master switch,
wherein the controller controls the
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driving and braking in such a manner
that when the motor is driven by the
output of the input terminal, the
braking force of the motor is applied
to the motor, and when the solenoid is
actuated to apply the braking force to
the motor, the driving force from the
motor is not applied to the wheel
during the application of the braking
force, whereby a start/stop operation
of the motor can be carried out easily
and reliably. 2. Description of the
Related Art In a conventional
combination drive device mounted on
a vehicle, such as an electric vehicle,
an engine and a brake are connected
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to an intermediate shaft, a power
source for driving the motor is
connected to the intermediate shaft,
the solenoid is connected to the motor
through the intermediate shaft, and
the solenoid applies braking force to
the motor through the intermediate
shaft. The conventional combination
drive device has a problem in that the
intermediate shaft is heavy in
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Download full.[Studies on the
crystalline structure of 1
alpha,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 in
different molecular forms]. The
original crystalline structure of
25-OH-D3 was ascertained by acid
dissolution method and X-ray
diffraction techniques. The results
showed that the original crystalline
structure of 25-OH-D3 is mainly a
triclinic crystal (P1), whose
parameters are a = 15.70, b = 15.85, c
= 24.52 A; beta = 91.64; V = 3126.5
A3; space group P1; crystal system
triclinic; alpha = 88.79 degrees, beta
= 63.18 degrees, gamma = 88.04
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degrees; Z = 2. The best fitted crystal
data are: direct reflection, monoclinic
type, a = 7.7950(3)A, b =
9.8706(4)A, c = 13.6434(6)A, beta =
95.360(5) degrees, V =
1062.25(8)A3, space group P2(1)
with Z = 2.Q: Deploy React app to
Jetty server in local mode I am using
react and jetty in my local
environment to learn some react. I am
able to deploy react app to jetty
server in production mode, but facing
some problems deploying to jetty in
local mode. I am having issues with
following files import React
from'react' import ReactDOM
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from'react-dom' import { Provider }
from'react-redux' import {
createStore, combineReducers }
from'redux' import store from
'./store/store' import { Router }
from'react-router-dom' import
'./App.css' ReactDOM.render( ,
document.getElementById('root') )
This also works fine in production
mode. But when I run in local mode, I
am facing following error "Uncaught
Error: Invariant Violation: Cannot
find matching text from beginning of
f678ea9f9e
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